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We review the high energy properties of Misaligned AGNs associated with γ-ray sources
detected by Fermi in 24 months of survey. Most of them are nearby emission low power
radio galaxies (i.e FRIs) which probably have structured jets. On the contrary, high
power radio sources (i.e FRIIs) with GeV emission are rare. The small number of FRIIs
does not seem to be related to their higher redshifts. Assuming proportionality between
the radio core flux and the γ-ray flux, several of them are expected to be bright enough
to be detected above 100 MeV in spite of their distance. We suggest that beaming/jet
structural differences are responsible for the detection rate discrepancy observed between
FRIs and FRIIs.
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1. Introduction
The Large Area Telescope (LAT1) on-board the γ-ray Fermi satellite detected more
than one thousand extragalactic sources2 in two years of survey. The majority are
blazars [i.e. BL Lacs and Flat Spectrum Radio Quasars (FSRQs)], confirming that
AGNs with the jet oriented in the direction of the observer are the brightest GeV
sources. Only a handful of LAT objects have different counterparts, i.e. Starburst
galaxies (SBs), Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLSy1s) and Misaligned AGNs
(MAGNs)a. The state of the art of extragalactic observations after 24 months of
Fermi activity is shown in Fig. 1 where the γ spectral slope (Γγ) of blazars and
non-blazar objects is plotted as a function of the luminosity (L>100 MeV ).
In spite of their small number, the non-blazar γ-ray emitters are extremely ap-
pealing, as they offer a powerful physical tool in approaching the high energy phe-
nomena. Starburst Galaxies, for example, are a laboratory for investigating cosmic
aMAGNs are Radio Galaxies and Steep Spectrum Radio Quasars, i.e. Radio Loud objects with
steep radio spectra (α > 0.5) and/or showing possibly symmetrical extension in radio maps.
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ray acceleration3. The high energy jet emission discovered in NLSY1s is question-
ing the paradigm according to which radio-loud AGNs are only hosted in elliptical
galaxies4. The detection of γ-ray photons in MAGNs is invaluable in revealing the
jet structure complexity5.
Fig. 1. Spectral slope versus γ-ray luminosity of the sources detected by the LAT in 24 months.
The small group of SBs, NLSy1s and MAGNs preferentially fill the plot region characterized by
lower luminosities.
2. γ-ray properties of Misaligned AGNs
It is widely accepted that Doppler boosting effects favor the observations of blazars
at very high energies. The jet flux amplification (A=Fobserved/Fintrinsic) is propor-
tional to a power of the kinematic Doppler factor δ defined as δ = [Γ(1−βcosθ)]−1,
being β the bulk velocity in units of the speed of light, θ the angle between the jet
and the line of sight and Γ = (1 − β2)−1/2 the Lorentz factor. If the observed flux
is produced through synchrotron emission, A = δ3+α, where α is the synchrotron
power law index. The flux enhancement is strongly dependent on the viewing angle
and decreases very rapidly for θ > 8◦-10◦. For this reason, large inclination Radio
Loud AGNs were not considered appealing γ−ray targets before the Fermi launch.
Only some Fanaroff-Riley I and a few Fanaroff-Riley II radio galaxies (RGs)b were
suggested to have fluxes above the LAT sensitivity threshold6−7.
bFollowing the Fanaroff-Riley8 classification, radio galaxies belong to two radio morphological
classes corresponding to edge-darkened (FRI) and edge-brightened (FRII) objects, with FRII ob-
jects being more powerful (P178 MHz > 10
25 W Hz−1 sr−1) than FRI radio galaxies. FRIs are
considered the parent population of BL Lacs, while FRIIs are thought to be Flat Spectrum Radio
Quasars (FSRQs) with jet axis not aligned with the line of sight.
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The LAT detection of eleven objects5 in only 15 months of GeV sky exploration
has successively confirmed MAGNs to be a new class of γ-ray emitters. Among
MAGNs, only three source, i.e. 3C111, Centaurus A and NGC6251, have been
proposed as candidates by the previous γ-ray telescope EGRET. The other ones
represent a new discovery. Most of the sources of the 15month-MAGN sample are
faint (F (> 0.1 GeV ) ∼ 10−8 photons cm−2 s−1) and have steep power law spectra
(Γ > 2.4). This is in general agreement with the AGN Unified Models that assume
MAGNs to be a de-boosted version of blazars. Because of their faintness, variability
studies are not conclusive. Only in one case, NGC1275, flux and spectral changes
could be statistically ascertained on time scale of months9. As a consequence, estab-
lishing where the γ-rays are produced is a difficult task. The variability of NGC1275
seems to suggest a sub-pc scale (< 1018 cm) emission region , but the discovery of
γ-ray emission from the radio lobes of Centaurus A10 shows that extranuclear ex-
tended kpc regions can also be sources of high energy photons.
3. FRII sources: an elusive γ-ray population
The 15month-MAGN sample is dominated by nearby FRI radio galaxies. FRII ra-
dio sources appear to be more elusive objects, as also attested by a successive
18 month-study searching for gamma counterparts of Broad Line Radio Galaxies
(mostly showing a FRII radio morphology)11. In order to investigate this aspect,
we take advantage of the publication of the second AGN LAT catalogue (2LAC2) to
enlarge the sample of MAGNs. At first the 3CR12, the revised 3CRR catalog13, the
Molonglo Southern 4 Jy Sample (MS4)14−15 and the 2 Jy sample16 were combined
(only one entry was considered for the sources listed in more catalogs) to have a large
number of radio sources with optical and radio classifications. The demography of
the combined sample (3C-MS4-2Jy sample) is represented in Fig. 2 - left panel. Not
surprisingly, the FRII is the most crowded class. We intentionally considered the
low radio frequency 3CR/3CRR and MS4 samples because they preferentially select
radio sources characterized by steep-spectrum synchrotron emission from extended
lobesc. Then this big radio sample was cross-correlated with the 2LAC catalog. The
result is shown in Figure 2 -right panel, where the percentages of FRIs, FRIIs, FS-
RQs, BL Lacs, SBs and AGUs (AGNs with unknown classification) with a γ-ray
association are reported. Some FRI and FRII sources, that are not in the second
year catalog (because below the 2LAC adopted TS> 25 threshold) but were de-
tected on shorter integration (12-18 months) time, are considered in calculating the
fraction of detections. BL Lacs and Starbursts have the highest probability to be
detected, while FRIs and FSRQs have similar detection rates. Fermi appears to
be almost blind to misaligned powerful radio sources. Only 1% of FRIIs is visible
at GeV energies, despite they are the most numerous objects in the 3C-MS4-2Jys
cUnlike the 3CR, 3CRR and MS4 catalogs, the 2Jy sample is a 5GHz survey able to easily detect
bazars. It is useful in comparing MAGN and blazar properties
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Fig. 2. Left Panel - Number of objects belonging to each class of radio sources. . Right Panel -
γ-ray detection rate of each class of radio sources. The percentages of FRIs and FRIIs in the radio
source sample are 13% and 60%, respectively, compared to the detection rate of 1% and 13%,
respectively.
combined catalog.
3.1. Possible interpretations
The simplest interpretation accounting for the different FRI and FRII detection
rates is that we are losing radio powerful MAGNs because more distant (and there-
fore fainter). In order to verify this possibility, we attempted to estimate the γ-ray
fluxes of the MAGNs for which no GeV association was found. We evaluated the 1
GeV flux of all the undetected sources, using (in a first approximation) the posi-
tive correlation observed between the 5 GHz core fluxes and the 1 GeV flux of the
3C-MS4-2Jy sources with a γ-ray counterpart (see Fig 3 left panel). We implicitly
assumed that γ-ray emission occurs in similar physical conditions in all AGNs. In
agreement with the Spearman test, this correlation has less than a 1% probability
of being due to chance alone and it is still present (chance probability less than
3%) when only FRIs and FRIIs are taken into account. Incidentally, we note that a
linear gamma-radio relation, considering larger samples of AGNs, has also been re-
ported by other authors17−18. In the histogram of Fig. 3-right panel the predicted
and observed gamma fluxes for both FRI and FRII sources are compared. Here
only the results based on the MAGNs (red line in Fig. 3-left panel) correlations are
presented. However a similar histogram was obtained considering the correlation
including blazars and AGUs (black line in Fig. 3-left panel). Distance/faintness ef-
fects can not explain the FRII scarcity in the γ-sky. As shown in Fig. 3-right panel,
many FRIIs are expected to be as bright as FRIs and above the LAT sensitivity
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threshold. Different effects must then be invoked to justify the low probability of
detecting high powerful radio sources above 100 MeV.
Fig. 3. Left Panel - Radio-Gamma correlation of the 3C-MS4-2Jy objects with a γ-ray association
(black line). A positive (flatter) trend is also present when only FRI and FRI sources are taken
into account (red line). Right Panel - Histogram of the predicted fluxes for all the FRI (red) and
FRII (green) radio sources belonging to the 3C-MS4-2Jy sample (dashed lines). For comparison,
the real observed MAGNs are also shown. Many FRIIs are expected to be bright enough to be
detected by Fermi .
It is possible that one of our implicit assumptions, i.e. same flux boosting factor
at low and high frequencies in both FRIs and FRIIs, is too simple. For example,
the Doppler boosting is stronger and the beaming cone narrower compared to syn-
chrotron processes if the emission is due to Compton scattering of external photons
(EC) in the jet19. If the high energy emission is dominated (as is likely) by EC pro-
cesses in powerful radio sources and by SSC processes in low power radio galaxies, a
beaming difference could account for the smaller number of FRIIs when compared
to FRIs.
It is also probable that one-zone homogeneous SSC/EC models are an oversim-
plified interpretations of the jet emission20. Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs)
of FRI radio galaxies such as NGC127521, M8722 and NGC625123 are consistent
with an SSC model with Lorentz factors (Γ . 3), much lower than typical values
found in models of BL Lac objects. This is in apparent contrast with the AGN
Unification Scheme23, unless the assumption of a one-zone homogeneous SSC emit-
ting region is relaxed and a structured jet is assumed (as also attested by recent
multifrequency observations and polarization studies24). Among the proposed sce-
narios, decelerating jet flow25 and spine-layer jet6 models seem to be promising in
describing the jet complexity23. In these models, an efficient (radiative) feedback
between different regions increases the IC emission. In one case, the jet is assumed
to be decelerating; in the other one, it is supposed to be fast in the inner part and
slow in the external envelope. The discrepancy between BL Lac and FRI bulk ve-
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locities can then be reconciled. In large inclination RGs we could be observing the
external sheets, while in BL Lacs the jetted radiation is directly coming from the
inner fast spine. Within this context, the deficit of γ-ray photons in FRIIs (i.e. in
AGNs having powerful accretion disks and poorer hot gas environmentsd )could be
due to less prominent (or absent) external layers and/or less efficient deceleration
processes. In order to check this possibility, accurate modeling of FRII Spectral
Energy Distributions are under investigation.
4. Summary and Conclusions
Although MAGNs are a minority in the GeV sky, their study is particularly fruitful
in providing general insights into the jet structure. We find that more then 10%
of the FRI radio galaxies of the radio sample obtained combining the 3CR, 3CRR,
MS4 and 2Jy catalogs have γ-ray associations. Their LAT detections seem to be
favored by the presence of different velocity zones in the jet. Only 1% of FRIIs,
belonging to the same 3C-MS4-2Jy sample, are visible above 100 MeV. The small
number of detections does not seem to be due to their larger distances. More likely,
it depends on less favorable jet properties.
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